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Why I teach 
the way I teach.

Learning and thinking           
vs.                         
testing and showing. 

The art room has         
become one of  the last 
places that we have the 
luxury of  allowing stu-
dents to do the impor-
tant work of  learning in 
nonlinear, abstract 
ways. 
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WHAT IS CHOICE?

“The practice of 
teaching art should 
reflect the practice of 
making art.”

- Peter London



Teaching with choice means that the students 
choose what to work on.  

Many different projects, in many different         
media, occur simultaneously. 

Students work on pieces inspired by the teacher 
and by great art, but also on pieces inspired by 
their peers, the materials, and their own lives. 

Students are expected to try all or most of  the   
centers.  
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Students rarely compare themselves to 
their peers.

 
Students develop a healthier, more re-
alistic view of  themselves as artists.  
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Students learn to think of  interesting art ideas and see possibilities in the world 
around them.
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Each class begins with a demonstration or a discussion to         
inspire students to explore new concepts or try media that 
they might not have otherwise considered.  
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Helix Circle Maker

Lisa’s drawings with the circle maker



Artwork made in a choice environment will 
be genuine kid art.  

Students develop at all different rates in 
the arts, much as they do in other areas of  
education.   
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For decades art has been taught from 
the top down...“Doing” is not the 
same as understanding. 

Scripted, pretty projects are the very 
thing that have endangered the visual 
arts...It is impossible to feel good 
about yourself  as an artist when you 
are trying to make your work look like 
someone else’s. 

The idea process that is behind art 
making.
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Students in a choice  
studio look forward 
to coming to art 
whether or not they 
are “artistic”. 

Intrinsic satisfaction 
of  wondering if  you 
can do something.
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So, how does all of  
this translate into an 
art program?  

A carefully set up and  
organized room with 
consistent routines 
helps students to feel  
secure and to know 
what is expected of  
them so that they can  
focus on stretching 
themselves, building 
their skills, and on   
finding interesting art           
problems to solve.  
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A Typical Class Period



MY ROOM

Most choice art rooms are set up into 
centers.  

Teaching with choice can happen in any 
size space, even on a cart.  

Mini-Center



THE DRAWING 
CENTER

What Do Artists Draw?

Some artists draw what they can see.  

Some draw what they remember. 

Some draw what they imagine.

Some draw what they feel.  

Some artists try out drawing tools and make 
different kinds of  marks to make a design.

What kind of  artist are you? 



Not every piece should be a masterpiece.  

For every medium there is a scribble stage.

Page from the 
idea book for 
drawing:
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THE COLLAGE 
CENTER



I keep interesting papers, scissors and glue, served in 
rubber cement type bottles with brushes, right on the 
table between drawing  and collage. 

As in other media, collage work can have a scribble 
stage.
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THE PAINTING 
CENTER



Each center has signage to help students 
to be independent.
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Painting You will need:

!

Smock
!

Paint
!

Sponge

Palette
!

Water - Fill only Halfway!
!

Brushes
!

Paper - Thick Painting Paper!
 (Write your Name and Class!)

!



THE CLAY 
CENTER



Because clay has the tendency to stick to          
tables, I have students work on masonite 
boards.  

Students go through various                    
developmental steps in their clay 
work.    
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As students get older, 
and their skills        
become more           
developed and my 
demonstrations get 
more sophisticated 
because they are 
ready for them.  
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I spend much 
time explaining 
clay cleanup be-
cause I am con-
cerned about clay 
safety.  
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Clay Clean Up
Wash Hands Last!

Write your name & class code on a scrap of paper.   

Put your work (with your paper) 
onto the “Cook Me” tray.

Put all extra clay in the red bucket.

Wipe everything with a squeezed-dry sponge. 

Now, wash your hands!

Mary
2CG

Mary
2CG



It is important to have a system in 
place for returning work. 
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A choice studio functions best 
when there are choices, but not   
so many that the students feel 
paralyzed by the possibilities.  
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Glazing
Do not glaze any part of your piece that touches 

the table!

Pour one color at a time.

Paint 2-3 coats to get bright shiny colors.
___________________

Glazing Cleanup
Put finished work on the “Cook Me” tray.

Wash your brushes and your palette.
Put everything away.



THE FIBER ARTS 
CENTER



Students like to make “real” 
things.  

The scribble stage of  sewing 
and weaving.

              Some students feel more comfortable here.  
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THE DIGITAL 
ARTS CENTERS



Photography takes up very little space and as long as you have access to a printer, 
can easily be done in any choice program, even on a cart.  

Students who have poor fine motor control in other areas of  art making can dem-
onstrate their artistic vision and even excel in photography.  

During the opening lesson we compare amazing photos taken in my room, as well 
as some that are similar, but of  lesser quality.  

The scribble stage of  photography.
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                                iPads: 

Digital Drawing

 “Drawing Box Free”
           

Claymation Animation
Students think of  a very simple story 
and build their characters using       
aluminum wire armatures and       
modeling clay.  
Some students also design sets.  We 
use copier paper boxes covered on the 
inside with black paper as stages.  

“Stop Motion Studio” has an overlay feature which 
allows students to see how much their clay          
characters move between shots.   
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To add sound and titles, students import their work into “Reel Direc-
tor”.  

The final results are definitely scribble stage movies, but I am happy to have been 
able to give them this experience.  After all, “art” is a very big subject, and movie 
making is part of  it.  
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INVENTOR’S 
WORKSHOP



Students build with recycled and craft materials to 
make whatever they envision... models, toys, etc.  

The inventor’s workshop is the favorite part of  the 
room for most of  my students.  
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The scribble stage at this center of-
ten involves gluing favorite things 
onto a base without a plan.  

The next stage of  development in-
volves a lot of  tape, which often 
makes it hard for adults to see the 
great ideas that the students are be-
ginning to have.  
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Eventually the 
tape disappears 
from their work 
and students per-
severe through 
different ver-
sions of  an idea 
until they have 
created what 
they originally 
envisioned.
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Students watch each other and find inspiration for their own work in the work of  others as 
well as learn engineering through their desire to make things that really work.  
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Students often work together on one creation.   
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Sometimes I give students challenges to help them get started.  
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Inventor’s Workshop offers students something many do not experience in today’s 
society... the joy of  creating their own worlds.  Blanket forts and refrigerator boxes 
have been replaced for many children by time spent with video games. 
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SPECIAL 
PROJECTS

Some projects or  
media only come out 
for a month or less. 



Many of  these projects are either artist inspired or  
related to classroom curriculum.  

Some special projects are very popular, others only a 
few students choose to do.  
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